
C7 ME Fender Hash Marks 
. Please check my FAQ to know how to prep your C7 and Tips how to take care of 
your stripes. Please go to my C7 Stripes Instruction page to watch some YouTube 
videos how to install stripes wet and dry with and without premask. Please also read  
the MUST READ instruction and how to install stripes with premask. 
. Please check out this YouTube video to know how to install the stripes: 
https://youtu.be/ehilr0iDMIk. It is for C5’s, but the same concept for C7’s. 
. Your main stripes will come without masking tape on top but your pin stripes will 
have clear masking tape on top. When installing pinstripes, DO NOT peel off the 
masking tape until finish installation.  
. Install your big main stripes first line up with the bottom curve of your fender, ¼” 
evenly from top fender line, and parallel with your headlight using the correct 
placement in the picture below. 
. Install the pin stripes right next to the main stripes. Wait at least 30 minutes after 
squeeze all water out to peel off masking tape. 
. These measurements are as suggested measurements but the goal to line them up 
with the bottom, top fender lines, and also parallel with the headlights. 

 



C7 Fender Stripes 
. Please check out this instruction first to know how to mix soapy  
solution and applying vinyl: 
http://www.vettestripes.com/Vette%20Instruction/How_To_Peel 
_Off_Stripes.pdf 
. If you ordered the fender stripes without border, please use 
this instruction. Your stripes will come without masking tape on 
top to make the installation easier. 
. Install your stripes line up with the bottom curve of your fender 
and parallel with your headlight using the correct placement in 
the picture below. Install the piece next to the headlight first. 
. You can also use credit card covered with micro towel as a 
squeeze since these stripes are small. 
. These measurements are as suggested but the goal to line them 
up with the bottom, top fender lines, and also parallel with the 
headlights.  
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